The Third Eye
Chapter 2
Think back to your days of school. When you did maths and studied
history, learned languages and decoded maps in geography. You learned a
rational, analytic way of seeing things. This intellectual reason is important
to have, but it is only one aspect of the powers of the mind. There are
many more uses for the mind, many more intelligent ways to see the
world. As we will see, the possibilities are infinite.
This intellectual reason, when seen in a mind before matter, ancient way of
seeing things where gods represent aspects of the mind and the world, is
said to be Luciferian. This is because the ancient god Lucifer represents
intellectual reason and materialism. This, I suspect, is what Emcee Vinnie
Paz meant in his song ‘End of Days’ with Block Mc Cloud when he said
‘Lucifer is God in the public school system’.
We are taught to value intellectual reason over all else in the school
system. I have adopted a grim view of school in recent times, likening it to
a factory that farms out workers who are blind to all but slaving their days
away. Like a horse with blinkers on it, school takes a consciousness with
infinite possibilities for growth and enlightenment and basically caps it off
and turns it into but a blind slave of a worker.
I’ve even thought about how the fluoride in the water calcifies the pineal
gland, essentially capping the well of spiritual power erupting from within
the human brain, and how the focused intellectual reason view of the
school system is designed to persist in people, shutting them off from any
possible spiritual growth or paranormal belief with disinterest until the
fluoride takes its course and the person is then shut off from their true
power for good. Its a bleak view, but that’s how I see it sometimes.
The problem with this rational materialistic view of the world is that you
never even consider the possibility that there is truth to spirituality, the
paranormal, and the mystical. When rationality is combined with a
severely limited and brief, written by the victors version of history, a
doctrine of science and scepticism towards anything deemed out of the

ordinary, and also coupled with the looking down upon and shunning of
religion (which is itself a system of control), spirituality is dismissed,
along with ghost stories, fairies, aliens, telepathy, anything deemed crazy
or weird is ridiculed Those who have seen the truth and believe are often
deemed mentally ill or just weird. ‘They must be imagining things’ they
say. Well, when you take into account how imagination is the key to
psychic powers and glimpsing the astral realm, they’re kind of right.
This is because we have been taught that imagination is nothing more than
a useless faculty of the mind. For day dreaming and imagining silly things.
Its dismissed, maybe useful for problem solving too but that’s it. If you
really go into imagination, say in meditation or vision questing, you
quickly realise its the portal to the other world, the perception of the organ
of the pineal gland, the third eye vision and the key to Extra-Sensory
Perception. Its not really extra-sensory though, its using the sense of the
pineal gland to see another, very real world.
I have considered recently that I may be the first to discover this ground
breaking fact, like Newton being hit with the apple and discovering
gravity. Imagine that, my name would go down in history as the man who
discovered extra-sensory perception and psychic powers, the astral realm,
its light and the many more powers of the third eye. But there is simply too
many books, documents and literature dating back to the Renaissance of
Europe in the 14th century about this stuff for it to be a new discovery.
Someone has hidden this information, and kept the masses of citizens blind
to the truth for centuries.
The official consensus these days is that all this stuff is discredited, along
with the scientific field of Alchemy. A word which conjures up visions of
mad alchemical ‘scientists’ burning materials and bubbling up chemicals in
their labs in a vein attempt to turn lead into gold through magic. What
idiots, right? Almost like simple cave-men to us!
Alchemical texts which talk about sulphur, amethyst and turning things
into gold were symbolically written in code. It was all spiritual metaphors
to do with illumination, enlightenment and transcending this material
world. The church have always kept people blind and ignorant by deeming
anyone practising the occult and esoteric ways of enlightenment as heretics
and even burning them at the stake! Calling them witches and wizards and

accusing them of consorting with the devil, a figure which the church
invented! All in an attempt to hide this knowledge from the people. This is
why the alchemical texts were encoded in symbolism, as well as to keep
this powerful knowledge from the profane and ignorant who would abuse
it. To stop it falling into the wrong hands.
Well, now is the time of the global awakening, the second renaissance, the
kali yuga and the new age of enlightenment. Since the internet now exists,
everyone who discovers this is sharing it with everyone who has yet to
find out. Maybe it will fall into some nefarious peoples hands, if so, so be
it but we wont stop until everyone out there knows their true power which
they have been robbed of. Evil genius, satanic magicians of the old
religion still rule this world, carrying out the bidding of their royal masters
who in fact, are not human. I think it has already fallen into the wrong
hands long, long ago.
Back in the renaissance, all this occult esoteric knowledge was
rediscovered from the times of Jesus. Have you ever wondered why
prophets and apostles heard voices in the bible? How certain characters
seen visions, and even Moses himself had the Kabbalah and the Old
Testament dictated to him by the disembodied voice of Jehova? And why
nowadays, when someone hears a disembodied voice, they’re lucky if
they’re not sectioned, locked up by force, and medicated by intellectual
egg headed doctors who dismiss this all as fantasy and mental illness
because they have a degree from some medical school? Thousands of
years of voices and visions versus a 7 year medical school syllabus. Its not
their fault though, they’ve also been duped by the idea that our ancestors
were all primitive, stupid and thought magically.
The grand deception is a work of genius. Science, which has contributed
so, so much to us here on this planet is the backbone of the deception. The
thought that basically, all magic and telepathy, visions and psycho-kenetic
powers are all a remnant of the primitive, superstitious past. This is simply
not true, and the institute of noetic sciences is now proving this false
narrative to be just that, false.
When I say that this knowledge has been rediscovered, its essential that
you realise that its been hidden from us, the people, for 2 millennia by
certain secret societies and ruling elites who have a world wide web of

deceit working for them. Our true history goes back 50,000 years. In all
actuality, our calenders should actually say this is the year 50,123 or
something! A crazy thought, I know, but what you’ve been taught is just a
small fraction of what is out there in this world, and what I’m telling you
now is just the tip of the iceberg. There are other realms, other worlds and
ways to traverse the stars spiritually, beings live in these places and this
life is not the end. Once you start to understand this stuff, you realise what
the ancient initiates were taught when they were kept in a coffin for three
days to simulate death and cause the soul to leave the body in an OBE,
visit the afterlife/astral realm (where you go when you dream every night)
and realise upon awakening that life after death is real, we are eternal souls
who reincarnate and we are essentially immortal (in a spiritual sense).
We are in a school, being taught how to be like God who created this
simulation. We are all on an upward ascent into godhood and there are
many levels above and below this. I see the lower as hell, where the evil
return to, going backwards in the opposite direction from the goal
destination, which is upwards towards the astral realm the 3 heavens, God
and eternal salvation. Well, this is my theory at the minute based on my
research and the visions I’ve seen. Its pure speculation at this point, but
these speculations must be contemplated to find out the truth of the matter.
The theories and ideas deemed too out there are what need discussed,
because one thing is for sure, those rulers who have had this knowledge for
millennia are way ahead of us all, they’ve had so much time to figure this
stuff out that they are bound to know the truth of it all, how it all works
and how to use it all against us.
I’ve seen some information recently that there has been institutes in this
world for generations now whose sole purpose has been to guide society
towards certain trends and norms subtly over decades and centuries, so
subtly that not one of us dumbed down slaves who are lost in ignorance
even notice as we live day to day with our heads buried in the sand. The
interesting thing is, these multi-generational families who have kept notes
so to speak, kept a tradition and held any knowledge they’ve learned over
the years, passing it down through generations have seen this global
awakening coming, and plan to usurp it and guide us all into a new one
world global religion, where all these mysteries, powers and spiritual
revelations are common knowledge. This religion is to be part of the

prophecied New World Order, which was only prophecied because these
rulers created a plan (One great work its called) and stuck to it long term,
making it appear that it was fated to happen by God!
When you look at the bible, for example. The New Testament was put
together and edited by the church, who used it to control the masses after
integrating the threatening doctrine of Jesus Christ, who dam near started a
revolution with this kind of knowledge, had the masses waking up to their
true divine nature (spiritual gifts of prophecy, talking in foreign unknown
languages and seeing visions were common place within early Christian
societies) and posed a threat to the rulers, who then latched onto and
corrupted the Christian teachings, turned it into an Astro-theological
allegory of sun worship and packaged it as Gods word, while spreading it
to the masses under the guise of true Christianity. They even renamed
pagan celebrations like Easter and Christmas for god sake, they took over
Europe and decimated pagan society everywhere while spreading their
toxic corrupted doctrine. Many shamanic people were massacred and
many pagans killed, their sacred trees and places destroyed and their
leaders assassinated and burnt at the stake for consorting with the devil!
(Who the church made up, remember, as a composite of all horned pagan
deities – and made out to be evil).
Who was behind all these disgusting acts? The same people who rule the
world today, and who always have since the dawn of time because they
don’t want to give up their ruler-ship. Their leadership is leading us into a
ball of Venus fire, pollution from petrol and nuclear plants is killing us all,
causing global warming and idiots forever chasing a profit are dooming us
all. The monetary system is rigged to collapse, once Americas monetary
system does that, the whole world will follow and we will be cast back
into the dark ages. That’s the plan of the powers that be I think, just look at
how the IMF bailouts happened globally, basically buying all our countries
and putting them in the hands of the central banks who are privately run.
I’m not saying these bankers are behind all this madness though, that could
get me in trouble.
What we are dealing with here is engineered stupidity. The covering up of
the truth, the toxic doctrine of profit chasing, the television crap and the
hidden history has all lead to a species so stupid that it is killing its only
home, the planet. For fuck sake, something needs done. I urge you all to

begin research into this stuff and help me as I stand up and say enough is
enough!
We are destined for great things as a species. If it wasn’t for this deliberate
deception, we would have Mars terraformed since the 14th Century, be
mining the moons of it and discovering life on Europa and Enceladus by
now, probably even colonizing our closest star system Proxima Centauri
with its Habitable exoplanet and establishing dynasties throughout the
Milky-Way Galaxy!
Instead we are fracking our lands for oil, destabilizing our planet causing
earthquakes and volcanoes, building Nuclear power plants on known fault
lines (Fukushima) and poisoning the entire globes oceans with
radioactivity when the inevitable earthquake happens, not to mention
islands the size of Ireland made of plastic we have dumped into the sea.
We are fucking about with smart phones and surfing the gigantic
monitoring operation Facebook’s news feed for funny memes and
pointless crap on devices which will explode and kill us all the next time
there’s a big solar flare event. We are mutilating animals in horrific factory
conditions and devouring their decomposing flesh which has been pumped
full of chemical shit that poisons us and causes cancer, washed down with
a bit of fluoride water (the first known use of fluoride in drinking water
was in the WW2 Nazi death camps – to pacify and subdue the inmates)
and throwing the packaging from us into landfills as we all burn to death
and drown in a dying world.
Why though? Because we have been lied to, and basically have been
farmed ourselves by aliens. We are so stupid because we focus on dumb
shit like Facebook with the attention span of a gnat, completely missing
the fact that our heads are up our own asses and we have been duped.
When is the last time the people rose up and stood up for something? I’ll
wait….
Luckily, now is the time to save our planet and ourselves. The internet has
given me the opportunity to post this chapter and have you read it, now all
you need to do is check out the rest of my website and its resources and get
to the bottom of it all, spread the word and wake the people up to their
freedom.

We can save this world, we can change things and we can become our own
leaders, but the thing is the only way it can happen is if we all do it
together en masse. Power to the people.
In the next chapter, we will get into the nature of these non-human rulers,
the interference theory of human origins and the ancient past. Those who
built the pyramids came from the fabled Atlantis, and may have been the
last true humans to walk this earth. Us? It seems we are not entirely native
to this planet...

